
Trafalgar Park  

7 miles. Park at roadside at SU 1932 2389, between Standlynch Lodge and Four Gates

Walk east from the cars for ¼ mile to reach BW on left alongside a farm. Keep adjacent to the disused 
railway line for ¾ mile until you reach a cross track at SU 194249. Turn left (W) on a good track to SU 
193249. (Note from SU 195244 to this point is not a RoW). Continue on the track NW, SW and W to reach 
the road at SU 184248 opposite Withington Farm. Cross to stile opposite and continue alongside road to top 
of field and then turn right to a stile at SU 183245. Cross stile and continue generally south to meet a track at  
SU 183243. Here find a narrow way-marked track leading S into the woods. Follow this to reach the river 
Avon and beyond to a major path where you turn left. Pass church on your left and leave the main track 
bearing right alongside the estate wall at SU 182236. Emerge into meadow at SU 182235 and turn right S on 
a major track. Follow this path looking our for herons (there is a fishery near by which attracts them) and 
continue to a road at SU 182222. Continue south into Downton and having passed Christmas Cottage on 
your left, at SU 182216 turn left to walk east. After 200m or so reach an estate road at SU 184217 and turn 
left. Pass a house with a garage in front of it, to your left and emerge onto fields. 

Continue generally NE for ½ mile to SU 191225 Turn left and head east for 300m to SU 194225. (For an 
alternative route from here, see italicised section below).  From there head SE with hedge on your right to 
reach a surfaced track at SU 197 2215. Then head north  and at SU 197224 take the stile on your right to 
head NE on high ground. Then descend to a gate at SU 203220. Shortly beyond this, reach a track where 
you turn right to walk east. ( Alternatively, at SU 194225 continue east for a further 300m on the ridge and,  
at SU197226, at the T junction, turn right to walk S for 100m to reach the stile at SU 197224, now on your  
left).

Walk east * uphill to across track at SU 207220. Turn left to walk north for ½ mile, ignoring joining tracks, 
to a T junction at SU 208240. Turn left NW at first then west to a good view point at SU 205241 from where 
you can see Salisbury cathedral and Old Sarum. Continue down hill generally west for ½ mile to the cars.

* Alternatively, turn left (W)  and after 300m reach a road at SU 199230. Continue WSW to the disused  
railway line at SU 194 2285 and turn right (N) on a track. After 2/3 mile reach the road in which the cars  
are parked. Turn left for ¼ mile to reach them. This reduces the walk distance by about a mile.

Walked 14/9/99.


